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Safety
Safety messages are designed to alert you to possible dangers or hazards that could cause death, injury 
or equipment or property damage if not understood or followed.

It is vital that you read and understand this user manual before using the product, including safety warnings, and any

detailed here must be fully understood and followed to reduce the risk of injury, fire, explosion, electrical hazard, and/or 

powered.

• Do NOT operate the equipment in flammable or explosive environments, such as in the presence of flammable liquids,
gases or dust. The equipment may create sparks or heat that may ignite flammable substances.
• Keep clear of moving parts.

• Do NOT allow others to use the equipment unless they have read this manual and are adequately trained.

General Personal Safety

which can be caught in moving parts. Keep hair and clothing away from the equipment.

balance.

.

General Equipment Use and Care

• Handle the equipment safely and carefully.
• Before use, inspect the equipment for misalignment or binding of moving parts, loose components, damage or any other

technician before use.

when used within its design and usage parameters.

• Always keep equipment components (engines, hoses, handles, controls, frames, housings, guards etc) and accessories

• Store the equipment out of reach of children or untrained persons. To avoid burns or fire hazards, let the equipment cool 

or liquids etc.

that are damp or humid.
• Do not clean equipment with solvents, flammable liquids or harsh abrasives.
• For specific equipment safety use and care, see Equipment Safety.



Parts assembly
Handlebars
1. Carefully place the bicycle assembly on a flat surface so that it rests on the front fork and rear wheel.

3. Rotate the handlebar assembly, if required, so it is aligned "square" to the front fork. That is, the 
handlebar will be at 90° to the bicycle frame when the front wheel is straight.

forward. It is ESSENTIAL that the fork and handlebar are assembled correctly. The adjacent image 
(bicycle shown fully assembled) shows correct fork / handlebar assembly.

Seat

comfortable, but also safe. You should be able to remain stable and properly handle the bicycle when at 

and comfortably and safely operate the handlebars and all controls. A good reference height for the seat 
is at hip height. Do NOT have the seat raised enough so you can see the maximum height marker on the 
seat post. • Ensure that when the seat is clamped, you cannot rock it back and forth or rotate it.

NOT have the seat raised enough so you can see the maximum height marker on the seat post.

¼ turn, then re-test and adjust as necessary.



The seat angle can also be adjusted, again for best comfort. To

nuts securely.

effect on comfort. It is recommended to make seat adjustments in

necessary.

Front Wheel

from the wheel fork.

the brake disc sits into slot on the brake pad assembly.

centre of the wheel.

release handle (R), it should require firm pressure to close, locking the wheel in place.

Pedals

correct assembly. • During assembly, do NOT use excessive force to screw the pedals into the crank
arms – this may indicate misalignment of the pedals or mis-matched threads. If the pedal does not 
"feel right" when being screwed in, STOP immediately and check that it is the correct pedal and that it 
is aligned properly with the crank arm. 
damage the equipment and void any product warranty.



having the pedal bolt stamped "R".
2. Very carefully begin screwing the pedal bolt into the crank arm (rotate right / clockwise). If the bolt 
does not "feel right" when being screwed in, STOP immediately and check that it is the correct bolt and 

torque using a 15mm spanner and torque wrench.

and the thread on the right pedal starts high on the right side.

Assembly is complete. The bicycle should resemble the following image.



is not in use. • Always wear a helmet and appropriate safety equipment and always keep both hands 
on the handlebars and both feet on the pedals whilst riding. Read, understand and follow all safety 
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Remarks:

1 Distance from span to ground 38-42'

2 Distance from top of handlebar to ground

3 Wheel diameter 26'

4 Body length 67'

45'



Pedal Assistance

("pedal power") alone can be used. It is recommended to use pedal assistance when necessary, and not
rely on it solely. When using pedal assistance, also pedal for best efficiency. • The bicycle must be 

and display.

Using Pedal Assistance

Understanding the Display

− −  One light: low level assistance / speed
− −  Two lights: medium level assistance / speed
− −  Three lights: high level assistance / speed

where one bar is minimum, and five bars is full.



Guidelines for Using Pedal Assistance
To get the best performance and service life from the pedal assistance system, understand and apply 
the following techniques:

pedalling force and the level of pedal ride assistance currently selected (where applicable) and / or 
being applied.
• Pedal assistance progressively reduces as bicycle speed increases and stops completely when the 
current speed exceeds 25kmh. Pedal assistance re-engages when speed drops below 25kmh 
(provided you are pedalling).

"pushing off" places undue loads on the system and uses a lot of energy.
• It is recommended to pedal as per a normal bicycle when riding up inclines. Using pedal assistance 

when you stop pedalling).

Using Gears

of the rear wheel and the crank set. This enables you to pedal less and travel faster on flat or downhill 

so pedal assistance operates the same regardless of selected gear. Remember, however, that pedal 
assistance is "governed" by overall speed.

and is referred to as "1". As each gear becomes smaller, it is a "higher" gear then the previous and is 

cluster is the derailleur mechanism, which moves the chain, so it runs on different gears. The 
derailleur is operated by the rider using controls mounted on the handlebars. The gear change is 

(from a lower gear to a higher gear), or to change gear "down" (from a higher gear to a lower gear). 



Guidelines for Using Gears
To get the best performance and service life from the gear change system, understand and apply the 
following techniques:
• You MUST be pedalling during gear changes.

before the next change.
• Always use an appropriate gear for your speed, the terrain and incline. This helps you ride most 
efficiently.
• Keep the chain and gears properly lubricated and clean.

have the gear system inspected and adjusted by a bicycle mechanic or suitably qualified person.

Using Brakes
All bicycle models are equipped with a front and rear wheel braking system. Brakes are used to slow the 

tothe centre of the bicycle wheel.

The brakes are operated by the rider through levers mounted to the

lever operates the front brake. The ability of the rider to adequately 
slow and/or stop the bicycle depends largely on the skill of the rider, 
the surface being ridden on and other factors such as rain, tyres,

Guidelines for Using Brakes
To get the best performance and service life from the brake system, understand and apply the following
techniques:

how quickly you apply the brakes.



• 
they reach the wear limit.

cannot be adjusted correctly, have the brakes inspected and adjusted by a bicycle mechanic or 
suitably qualified person.
• If the brake cables become frayed or otherwise damaged, have them replaced by a bicycle mechanic 
or suitable qualified person.

could also damage the electrical system. • Charge with the supplied charger only. Use of the

manner.

• 

1. Plug the charger connector into the charging port.
2. Connect the charger to a mains electrical supply and switch ON. The indicator LED on the charger 

Disconnect the charger from the electrical supply, then disconnect it from the bicycle. Lower the 



folded.

Maintenance

procedures that you are not comfortable with, or do not have the necessary tools, experience or 
knowledge for – take the unit to an authorised service centre or qualified technician for servicing. Items 
in the maintenance schedule below that are recommended to be performed by a qualified technician 

product warranty void. Improper adjustment or service may result in damage to the bicycle or make it 
hazardous. • Maintenance requirements may be affected by any number of factors from your riding 

approximate 100km of riding, possibly including the stretching of cables, spoke tension changes etc. It is 
recommended to have the bicycle inspected and serviced at an authorised service centre or by a 
qualified technician. • The bicycle components are subject to wear and stress. If a component is 
weakened through stress, age etc, it may fail without warning. It is important to regularly inspect the 

indicate that a part is near the end of its useful life and should be replaced.

transport.
• Store the bicycle where it will be protected from rain, sun etc to help prevent corrosion, fading etc.
• For safety, longest possible service life and reliability, maintain the bicycle properly. Use the 
maintenance schedule below for guidance. It is very important that you check certain systems and 

safety.



and capacity will be permanently reduced.

or above 40°C (104°F) for extended periods.

Maintenance Schedule

Brake Pads / Shoes

Brake Cable Wear

Chain

Reflectors

Steering Head Bearings

Derailleur

Wheel Spoke Tension

Wheel Trueness

Wheel Bearings

Tyre Pressure

Tyre Wear / Damage

Brake Adjustment

Handlebar Tightness

Controls and Display

Seat Post Tightness

*Check
Periodically

Clean / 
Lubricate

Adjust / Tighten /
Replace as Required 

Check Before
Every Ride



"blows" regularly, have the bicycle inspected at an authorised service centre.

excessive moisture. On some model bicycles, the fuse is accessible and can be easily replaced. If the fuse 

unscrewed, then pull the fuse holder and fuse from the bicycle.
2. Discard the blown fuse. Insert the replacement fuse into the fuse holder.

seated.

Brakes
Cable Adjustment

as this may cause the brake to drag when not being pulled, which will affect the performance. Set brake 

NOT so much that the lever can be pulled back to the handlebar. The brake can be adjusted at the lever 
and at the brake calliper:

required.

when the brake is not being applied, and that it cannot be rotated when the brake is applied.
If the cable cannot be adequately adjusted at the lever, further adjustment can be made at the brake 
calliper.



• If the cable cannot be adjusted using the lever, re-adjust it so the brake cable is fully slack. Using a 
5mm Allen key, loosen the cable bolt sufficiently so that the cable can be pulled through it. Pull the 

as described above.

Tyre Pressures
The tyres must always be inflated to the correct pressure (as specified on the tyre sidewall) before 
every ride. Riding the bicycle with either too low or too high pressures will affect bicycle performance, 

accurate pressure gauge when checking pressures.

Chain Care

noisy or running roughly, lubricate it by applying a small
amount of bicycle chain lubricant to it. Do not allow the
lubricant to get on to the tyres.

highly important and should be adjusted to the specified torque values using a suitable bicycle torque 
wrench, sockets and adaptors. Depending on bicycle model and design, some fasteners listed below 
may not be applicable:
• Front Axle Nut – 35Nm
• Rear Axle Nut – 35Nm
• Handlebar Clamp Bolt – 10Nm
• Handlebar Neck Lock Bolt - 15Nm
• Handlebar Stem Bolt – 24Nm
• Pedal Bolts – 35Nm

• Brake Cable Anchor Bolt – 7Nm



Q: 
A: 

Q: 
A:  

recharging it completely uses up one half of a charge cycle.

A: 
Q:

assistance.

Pedal assistance not 
working

Reduced range 
and/or speed

Gear change (where
applicable) rough / 
not changing

Chain slip / jumping 
off sprockets

4. Motor electrics or switches 
damaged / faulty.

3. Low tyre pressure.
4. Brakes dragging.
5. Terrain, headwind, etc.

stretched / damaged.

correctly set.

1. Worn sprockets.
2. Stretched chain.
3. Front sprocket loose / out of 
true.
4. Sprocket teeth bent / broken.

correctly adjusted.

procedures.

3. Have charger checked. Replace if faulty.
4. Seek diagnosis and repair from 
authorised service centre.

procedures.

3. Inflate to recommended pressure.
4. Adjust.
5. Normal.

1. Lubricate / adjust / replace cables.
2. Adjust.

1. Replace.
2. Replace.

4. Replace.
5. Adjust.

Possible Cause



Grinding noise 
when pedalling

Brakes squeal

vibrate

wobble

Steering not 
accurate

Motor "clicks" / has
reduced power and 
/or shuts off

No power when 
pedal assistance 
switched ON

3. Rear wheel not straight.

5. Derailleur dirty.

1. Pads worn.
2. Pads / discs dirty.
3. Brake cables binding / 
stretched /
damaged.
4. Brakes levers binding.
5. Brakes require adjustment.

1. Pads / discs dirty.
2. Brakes not centred.
3. Calliper fasteners loose.

2. Brakes out of adjustment.
3. Steering head bearings loose.

1. Axle bent or broken.
2. Wheel out of true.
3. Wheel hub bearings loose / 
not serviceable.
4. Quick-release (if equipped)
mechanism loose.

1. Wheels not aligned to frame.
2. Steering head loose / binding.
3. Front forks or frame bent.

2. Motor internal fault.

1. Blown fuse.
2. Loose connectors / wiring 
damage.
3. Faulty switch.
4. Faulty controller.

1. Adjust.
2. Adjust.
3. Align so chain is straight.
4. Adjust.
5. Clean and lubricate.

1. Replace.
2. Clean and degrease.
3. Lubricate / adjust / replace cables.
4. Clean pivots.
5. Adjust.

1. Clean and degrease.
2. Centre brakes and adjust.
3. Tighten.

1. Tighten.
2. Centre brakes and adjust.
3. Adjust bearings.

1. Replace.
2. True wheel.
3. Adjust / replace.
4. Adjust.

1. Align wheels.
2. Adjust.
3. Straighten.

procedures.
2. Replace.
1. Replace.
2. Check connectors / wiring. Replace as 
required.
3. Replace.
4. Replace.

Clicking noises 
when pedalling

2. Loose pedals / bearings.

bearings.

bolt.
5. Loose pedal arm bolts.

1. Lubricate chain.
2. Tighten / adjust bearings.
3. Tighten / adjust bearings.
4. Replace.
5. Tighten.

Possible Cause



Pedal assistance OK,
but no display

Bicycle runs at full
speed without
pedalling

not returning to 

Pedal assistance

or not as expected

1. Loose connectors / wiring 
damage.
2. Faulty controller.

1. Faulty crank sensor.

3. Faulty controller.

1. Loose connectors / wiring 
damage.
2. Faulty controller.
3. Faulty crank sensor.

1. Check connectors / wiring. Replace as 
required.
2. Replace.

Display OK, but no
pedal assistance

1. Loose motor connectors / 
wiring
damage.

terminals.
3. Faulty braking sensor.

1. Check connectors / wiring. Replace as 
required.
2. Inspect and clean terminals.
3. Replace.

1. Replace.
2. Replace.
3. Replace.

2mm.
2. Replace.

1. Check connectors / wiring. Replace as 
required.
2. Replace.

Charger shows "full
charge" in an
unusually short

1. Faulty charger.

Charger indicator not 

charger is plugged 
into outlet

1. Outlet has no power.
2. Faulty charger.

1. Replace.
2. Replace.

1. Check charger plugged in and electrical 
supply
ON.
2. Replace.

Charger indicator
flashes red and never
changes to green

1. Damaged wire from charger 1. Replace charger.
2. Replace.

Possible Cause

Charge Time                4-5 hrs
Max Speed                  20mph
Frame Material          Aluminium Alloy
Motor                          350W brushless
Gears                           Shimano 21-speed-gears
Brake                           Front and rear disc brakes
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